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About This Content

Download the McLaren Racing Pack to receive the stunning McLaren MP4-12C GT3 and receive two routes to race at the
iconic Brands Hatch GP circuit.
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Title: GRID 2 - McLaren Racing Pack
Genre: Racing, Sports
Developer:
Codemasters Racing, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
Codemasters, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Release Date: 30 May, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor:Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:Intel HD Graphics 3000 / AMD HD2600 / NVIDIA Geforce 8600

DirectX®:11

Hard Drive:15 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X compatible soundcard

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Japanese,Polish
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Im dissapointed with a game. I waited for so long, paid a lot of money and after playing 10 hours I must say It was not worth the
money.

Campain is quite intressting but you quickly realize that when u pass it, u dont want to play anymore. No control over your staff,
somethimes they just dont come to work. All the time its a problem with a delivery, no matter how many helpers I have they
sometimes come with an empty hands even if there is a lot of supplies in magazine. They got stuck on traffic lights!! Its not fun
with gangsters att all, stupid system that makes you run like a rat so the police not catch u but sometimes u just have no chance,
just lose money on them. Generally it feels like u have no control over the game, employees come or not, u cannot see rewiews
from your custommers, gangters is a joke... Boring .. While all the text is in japanese, the main attraction of this guidebook are
the illustrations from the series.

Pictures are highly detailed and can be zoomed at the time of this review. Title covers also are shown in full detail without the
title cards so one can appreciate the drawings better.

Official artwork of this game series is almost non existant on the internet, and this right here is thebest you can get.. Pacing is
just right, deep ship build mechanic, engrossing. "Just one more level!". I remember playing Feeding Frenzy from POPCAP all
the time, Strangly this game gave me more joy. As a goldfish i can eat people, planes and whales. A twisted smile came on mine
and my children's faces when we ate our first kayaking lady. The graphics are cute. If you enjoyed Feeding Frenzy or Shark
Frenzy you will enjoy Tasty Blue.. WHY DO I HAVE 11 HOURS ON THIS GAME
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Wouldnt even play this if i was paid for it, it's just that boring.. A pointedly awesome game. On the cutting edge, I'd say.

A+. I give this a conditional thumbs up.

Pros:

 Amazing graphics

 Decent music, though I turned it off and usually play with iTunes in the background.

 Interesting puzzles, especially the round ones at the end of each section that require you to rotate the puzzle to
place the pieces. I wish there were more of these.

Cons:

 Game only allows you to see five pieces at a time. Would be nicer if you could sroll through all the pieces
in a puzzle, or maybe a shuffle button would be warranted and make the time challenges a more feasible
aspect of the game.
Overall a fun and relaxing game. Would be a great game to let your kids play as well.
7.5 \/ 10. This is a fun sequel to the original game! It felt like it might have been a little shorter, though
it's still a pretty beefy puzzle game. I enjoyed the art, ambient soundtrack, and the ability to navigate
with the keyboard arrows. Definitely worth the price!. Very fun game, a lot better than some of the other
HO games I've bought from Steam. Finished in 2 hours but it was very entertaining nonetheless. Don't
let the fact it's based on the legend of Robin Hood put you off, it changes enough of the story to make it
fun and the gameplay and mini game elements more than make up for it. As well as the story to follow,
you have collectables to find, gold caches to discover and archery competitions to win. If you are a HO
fan, you'll like this one.. Playing with the Oculus Rift, it seems that my clubs are too short, or my in game
character is standing too tall. To hit the ball, I constantly have to reach down about 8 inches from the
floor just to swing. I'm basically hunching down like Quasimoto just to play. It seems like a fun game,
but this flaw is a major inconvenience. Is there a setting that I'm missing to move your position up and
down similar to Sports Bar VR? Thanks.. Just the fact that, in my opinion, the best VO Pack is free is
truely amazing.
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